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Incident Involving 30-Ah Li-ion Cell at NASA Glenn Research Center:  
 
Abstract  
The key lesson learned from the February 17, 2006 cell explosion incident is that PC-based test-systems, 
even those having built-in watchdog monitors, can lose control and malfunction.   In the case of lithium-
ion cell/battery testing, the stored energy can be released explosively causing considerable injury and 
damage to facilities.  The investigation showed that although the Arbin system has a built-in watchdog 
monitor, the circumstances of the incident defeated the action of the watchdog and allowed the cycler to 
continue operation without control. An upgrade to the most recent version of Arbin software (version 4) 
was provided as a fix to the presumed control problem. This upgrade included newer EPROM’s for the 
cycler microprocessor.  Investigation revealed that similar incidents have occurred at other NASA 
centers with a variety of PC-based test instruments.  JPL suffered an incident with Maccor testers and 
the GRC fuel cell group observed similar problems with LabView software. This is not exclusively an 
Arbin problem, but an issue with all PC-based systems.  
 
In this incident, it was fortunate that the event occurred after-hours with no-one in the room.  The 
facility arrangement placed control consoles adjacent to the test chamber doors. Had someone been in 
the room during the event, they would have been exposed to hot debris and toxic combustion products.   
It was also fortunate that the exploded cell stayed inside the chamber after the door was forced open.  If 
the cell had been ejected into the room it could have caused serious facility damage by impact and 
possibly caused a fire in the facility. 
 
Measures taken 
1. Improved safety monitors:  In addition to the software/firmware upgrade provided by Arbin 
Instruments, an independent watchdog monitor has been implemented for use with “large” cells (>3 Ah). 
An independent voltage limiting circuit has also been developed and is being used for in-house testing of 
the Mars Lander battery, in addition to the independent watchdog. 
 
2. Facility rearrangement:  Since the incident, chambers have been arranged to open towards the back of 
the room.  Test consoles and Arbin hardware have been located out of the path of the chamber doors.  
 
3. Communication:  Immediately after the GRC incident was understood, e-mail alerts were shared with 
points-of-contact at JSC and JPL. Li-ion cell manufacturers Eagle-Picher and Lithion were also 
informed that an apparent cycler failure had led to a cell explosion. In addition, a summary of the GRC 
incident was shared with other U.S. Government battery personnel at the 74th Lithium Battery Technical 




at NASA Glenn Research Center 
21000 Brookpark Rd. MS 309-1 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
voice: (216) 433-2486 
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